Abstract
Introduction
In this paper we address the problem of encoding the visual characteristics of an environment to permit accurate positioning. We assume that we know what general area the robot is in, but we have no a priori estimate of its precise position. Traditional approaches to this problem involve the detection of manually inserted landmarks, followed by a position estimation step based on triangulation. In our work, the primary objective is to avoid the requirement for artificial landmarks, or domain-specific features. As such, our problem is related to object recognition, where we wish to learn visual characteristics of interest.
The problem of landmark-based position recognition was first formalized by Sugihara as a computational geometry problem [l] . Since then, the problem was further explored by Avis and Imai [2], Sutherland and Thompson [3] , and Boley, Steinmetz and Sutherland [4], among others. These authors have all pursued the problem under two assumptions: first that 0-7803-4465-0198 $10.00 0 1998 IEEE the world is planar (although their methods can be extended to three-space), and second that the problem of detecting (and sometimes distinguishing) landmarks in the environment has been solved. Several authors have also considered positioning using nonvisual landmarks [5, 6, 71. In practice, position estimates from visual sensors are typically combined with those from odometry using methods such as Kalman filtering [S, 
91.
The problem of detecting landmarks has been approached in a variety of ways. Many vision-based robot localization methods rely on landmarks which are either artificially added to the environment [lo] , or based on strong assumptions with respect to the environment [ll, 121. For example, Krotkov [ll] relies on the assumption that the environment is structured in such a way that vertical lines can be easily extracted as landmarks. This assumption is problematic in two ways. First, it places a restriction on the kinds of environments that can be explored, and second, it places a restriction on the pose of the camera. Basri and Rivlin [13] have also exploited the geometric behavior of landmarks in selected model images to provide navigation information. Exploiting an assumption of global invertibility of the imaging function, Nayar has shown that subspace methods can provide accurate positional feedback in sufficiently constrained environments 1141. A key assumption in that work is that each possible viewing position gives rise to a unique image. In similar work, Thrun derives a probabilistic approach to obtain a pose estimate using a neural net [15] . In the works of both Nayar and Thrun, however, all significant variations in the set of possible images, including those due to lighting variations, must be explicitly sampled and encoded. In other work, it has been shown that localization can be achieved despite unanticipated illumination variations [16] . That method can also deal with noninvertibility of the imaging transform, a problem that is typical in unconstrained environments.
Our approach uses image landmarks to perform position estimation, but learns these landmarks from a preliminary traversal of the environment (i.e. an offline mapping phase). Preliminary landmark selection is based on a local distinctiveness criterion: this is later validated by verifying the appearance of the candidate landmarks. In this aspect our approach is also related to feature-based image representation used, for example, for image registration by Zoghlami and Faugeras [17] . In that work, a corner detector was used to define landmarks for the construction of an image mosaic. We are interested in images selected from a much wider range of imaging geometries.
Our approach to landmark selection is inspired by models of human visual attention where visual saccades are drawn to regions of high edge density [18] . We select extrema of the density of the edge distribution in each image as landmark candidates and extract a subwindow about each one. We then perform principal components analysis on these subwindows to produce low-dimensional descriptions of the appearance of each of the observed landmarks. In an offline learning phase, the subspace encodings are employed to build tracked landmarks, which correspond to sets of landmark candidates that are tracked over configuration-space. 
Visual Cues for Positioning
Luminance edges appear to encode much of the relevant geometric content in images, yet edge operators suffer from instability due to sensor noise or variations in lighting conditions. Ideally one might wish to connect edge elements from an image to obtain extended geometric edges. In practice, however, existing Given these limitations, if we smooth the output of an edge operator over a small neighborhood then we can consitently determine the neighborhood of the edge. To this end, we propose the use of edge element density over the neighborhood! of a pixel in order to detect regions of interest without the cost of geometric interpretation. The extrema in edge density over the image appear to be stable under variations in camera position, and hence will make good candidates for image domain landmarks. Therefore we will define a candidate landmark as a local extremum of a measure of image feature content.
Figure 1 presents an example of the output of the landmark detector. The candidate landmarks, depicted as boxes, have been detected as local extrema in edge1 density, as measured over a circular window of radius 10 pixels. Only those candidates which are maximal over their neighbourhood, and which exceed a user-defined threshold density are shown.
Method
Thus far, we have discussed a method for detecting possible landmarks in the environment. It should be noted at the outset that our method intentionally makes no restrictions how landmark position in an image is related to position in the world. Landmarks might arise out of three-dimensional arrangements of arbitrary complexity. In addition, no restrictions are placed on camera pose itself. If the robot is moving over hilly terrain, landmarks will move in an irregular fashion, ylet their position and appearance will still hold significant information for positioning. The key to our approach is the assumption that locally, the appearance and position of a good land-mark can be predicted by a simple parametric function. Given that we cannot treat landmarks as projections of three-dimensional points, we are unable to invoke the standard motion estimation and triangulation methods [I, 2, 4, 111. Recall also that we are interested in localization even in the absense of an a priori pose estimate, obviating the possibility 'of using Kalman filtering or optical flow techniques [8, 
91.
Localization is a two-step process consisting of an off-line preprocessing stage and an on-line estimation stage. The off-line stage consists of building a representation of the environment in the form of a database, which is later used for positioning. The on-line stage uses the database to match currently observed landmarks to previously stored landmarks. Each of these matches are then used to compute individual position estimates, which are combined in a robust fashion to obtain a position estimate. The following subsections explain the details of each stage.
Building the Landmark Database
In order to describe the environment, images must be obtained from representative viewpoints. In practice, we select viewpoints that cover the pose space in a uniform grid. In ongoing work, we are considering methods to automatically select a minimal set of such viewing positions [22] . In the work described in this paper, viewpoints are selected such that the camera is facing in a consistent orientation, although this constraint can be relaxed using a technique described by Dudek and Zhang [16] . Once these images have been acquired, they are used to automatically compute a suitable set of landmarks for subsequent positioning.
In order to collect repeated observations of the same landmark from different viewpoints, we track observed landmarks over the database by incrementally growing tracked landmarks. The tracked landmarks are initially defined by the sets of single landmark candidates observed in a selected bootstrap image from the configuration-space (typically the centroid of the covered configuration-space). These landmark candidates then become templates for matching. Matching is based on a minimization of the Euclidean distance between the principal components encodings of the template and of the candidate landmark. Principal components analysis (PCA), sometimes referred to as eigenfaces, operates by constructing a linear subspace which maximizes the distance between the classes to be discriminated. PCA has enjoyed considerable success in the domains of face and object recognition, and is favoured over correlation and other methods for its desirable computational and numeric properties, particularly the maximization of the signal-to-noise ratio of the training set. [23, 14, 24, 251.
Given an intial set of templates, the candidate landmarks in each image are considered for inclusion in one of the sets. Consideration for inclusion in a tracked landmark is based on the following methodology:
1. For each candidate landmark l i in the image, and (a) for each tracked landmark t j in the database, i. perform a local search on the image in the neighbourhood of l j for a better match to t3, according to minimal Euclidean distance in the subspace.l If a better match 1' is found, it replaces Zi as a candidate for t j .
(b) Select the tracked landmark t j for which the best match to li was found in la.
2. If l j is the best match to t j over all other landmarks in the image and li matches t j within a reasonable threshold, add it to t j , otherwise, create a new set with li as the template.
The goal of this method is to grow tracked landmarks over pose space so that a candidate landmark can be matched to the correct target over a large portion of space. Figure 2 shows a typical tracked landmark. Each thumbnail image corresponds to the landmark as detected in the image taken at the corresponding grid position in camera space. Clearly, any changes in landmark appearance over this region are subtle.
On-line Localization
On-line localization is performed by matching candidate landmarks to tracked sets, and exploiting a transformation of each landmark into a subspace defined by its corresponding tracked set. This section will discuss the matching and estimation procedure.
When a position estimate is required, an image is obtained and landmark candidates are extracted. The extracted landmarks must then be matched to the tracked landmarks in the database. Matching is accomplished using the same procedure outlined above in Section 3.1. That is, each landmark 1 undergoes a local adjustment to find a best match to each tracked set, and the set whose template is unambiguously closest to the encoding of 1 is selected as the match. ' This search is employed in order to counter the effects of any instabilities in the underlying landmark detector. Once landmark matching is accomplished, we exploit an assumption of linear variation in the landmark characteristics in order to interpolate a position estimate for each match2. For the remainder of this section, let us assume that we have observed a single landmark 1 in the world and it has been correctly matched to tracked landmark T . Let us define a feature-vector f of a landmark as the initial principal components encoding of the landmark k, which was the same subspace encoding used for matching, concatenated with two vector quantities: the image position p of the landmark, and the camera position c from which the landmark was observed:
Given fi for each landmark li in the tracked landmark T , we construct a matrix F as the composite matrix of all fi, arranged in columnwise fashion, and then take the singular values decomposition of F to obtain UF, representing the set of decreasing eigenvectors of the feature vectors of T , arranged in columnwise fashion. Note that in this case, we have encoded camera position along with appearance. Now consider the fea2We can measure a priori how well this assumption applies to a particular tracked landmark by cross-validating the localization method on each candidate in the tracked landmark. ture vector fl defined by I , the observed landmark for which we have no pose information. For the moment, let us assume that the c portion of fi is initialised to the mean camera position of the landmarks contained in T 3 . If we project €1 into the subspace defined by UF to obtain and then reconstruct fi from g to obtain the feature vector then our observation is that the resulting reconstruction f; is augmented by a camera pose estimate that accurately interpolates between the nearest eigenvectors in UF. This assumes that the camera pose does not play a significant role in the subspace defined by UF-We aid this assumption by scaling down the value of c when we construct f . In practice, the initial value of the camera pose will1 play a role in the resulting estimate, and so we substitute the new estimate back into fi and iterate, recoiistructing 2 yntil the estimate reaches a steady state. Note that fi corresponds to the least-squares approximation of f in the subspace defined by the feature vectors of the tracked landmark T. In experimental trials, the landmarks selected and tracked by our procedure seem very effective for localization. In this paper, we present results from data 31n practice, this initial value may be an a priori estimate. acquired by using a camera mounted on a gantry robot for which ground truth positioning can be measured at an accuracy to one tenth of one millimetre. The camera is directed towards a simple constructed scene (Figure 3) , which is positioned about l m from the camera and training images are collected in a 30cm
by 30cm grid at 2cm interval^.^ In addition, one hundred test images are collected, taken from random positions. Figure 4 is a plot of the mean position estimates (after median filtering) for all of the test images. Each '+' represents the actual position of a test image while the corresponding 'x' marks the position estimate. In this particular case, the average deviation from the correct position is measured to be 3.8mm., less than 20% of the grid sampling density.
In a second experiment, we sample the environment depicted in Figure 1 over a 1.2m by 3.0m configuration-space at 20 cm intervals, using a camera mounted on a mobile robot. In this particular experiment, the ground truth is estimated only by rough dead reckoning (accurate to about 5cm), and at times the robot is not perfectly aligned with the grid axes. In spite of these difficulties, the localization method demonstrates accuracy to 6 .8cm in ten trials, suggest41n this experiment, motion in the 2 coordinate corresponds to a sideways translation of the robot, while motion in the y coordinate corresponds to front-to-back motion.
ing that the method scales reasonably well in indoor environments.
Conclusion
In this paper we have described a new technique for position estimation using visual data. Rather than attempting to construct and use a generic landmark, we have developed a generic landmark generation framework. By using learned landmarks, we believe the technique can be used in a much broader range of environments than standard localization methods. Our current work involves experimentally validating this claim. The approach we have taken here is based on learning domain-specific landmarks using a subspace projection method based on principal components analysis. Position estimation involves selecting potential landmarks in an image using a model of visual attention which is based on maxima of the edge1 density distribution.
During the online position estimation phase, landmarks are matched to known tracked landmarks based on a subspace encoding. Finally, local variations in the appearance of the landmarks themselves allow a position estimate to be computed. Our implementation computes a position estimate for each landmark that is matched to a tracked set by employing a "fill-in-theblanks" least squares interpolation.
Experimental testing has demonstrated the validity of our approach. The technique produces an unambiguous position estimate using real data. The use of discrete landmarks generated by an encoding of the landmark sub-images makes our method potentially robust against isolated changes in the environment. In addition, it allows for the post-processing of selected landmarks to apply additional criteria.
Finally, the fact that the landmark representations are learned suggests that the technique can be applied to a wide range of different environmments, as illustrated by figures 1, and 3.
